MEETING WITH ACHD/COMPASS
October 14, 2002 5:00 PM, 3rd. floor of City Hall
Plan to attend the pre-council meeting for the following reasons:
Thanks to all of you who sent in e-mails to the City Council with the Traffic Committee's request!
The council members decided to support the ACHD request to move the 36th Street/Hill Road/Catalpa intersection to the 2008
work plan to coincide with the extension of 36th to Cartwright Road. They requested a resolution be drafted that includes this as
part of their recommendations to ACHD and COMPASS. The drafted resolution implies that the intersection design our
neighborhood rejected (the two-light configuration) will be implemented. Our committee was not allowed to speak or answer
questions. In short, again our neighborhood was shut out of the process.
The Traffic Committee has a request regarding this update and hopes you can attend the meeting on October 14th.
* 1. By Monday, October 13, contact EACH of the City Council members by phone with these talking points:
* Thank the member for his/her vote to postpone action on the intersection until 2008.
* Tell him/her that you want Collister Neighborhood actively involved in the current resolution process.
* Ask the council member to support an amendment to the wording of the current resolution to allow the neighborhoods
adjoining 36th Street/Hill Road/Catalpa to participate in the design process for that intersection.
Phone numbers for council members:
*
*
*
*
*
*

Maryanne Jordan 377-9636
Jon Mason 345-1117
Jerome Mapp 345-7353
Vern Bisterfeldt 377-2500
Paula Forney 345-7376
Alan Shealy 433-9247

Click Here for the text of the letter that was delivered to the City Council members earlier today addressing Collister Neighborhood
current ssues with the 36th Street/Hill Road/Catalpa intersection. This may help understand the talking points listed in the request
for neighbors to call Boise City Council members.
If you have questions, please call Fonny Davidson, 336-8325.
CNA Traffic Committee Chair
336-8325

